
RK1231 SATURDAY 10 FEBRUARY 2024 HEMIN
FARAIDUN MJDWKP 26A

SEQ 49

How to fold

Cabin Bag Sizes
To bring 2 cabin bags on board, you must
add Priority & 2 Cabin Bags to your
booking. Oversized or extra bags or items
which are brought to the boarding gate
will be charged a fee of up to €69.99 or
local currency equivalent at the boarding
gate.

40CM

55CM

20CM

40CM

20CM

25CM

Please board using back stairs

If you are denied boarding or if your flight is cancelled or delayed for at
least two hours, ask at the ticket counter or boarding gate for the text
stating your rights, particularly with regard to compensation and
assistance.

HEMIN's Travel Plan10 Feb 2024

 Arrive at the airport

 Please note

12:00Bag drop

13:20Arrive at gate

14:00Flight departs

14:30Flight arrives

You need to arrive at least 2 hours before your scheduled
flight. Bag drop closes 40 minutes before the flight. Don't f
orget your Photo ID.

For flights to/from Morocco, Israel & Jordan, you need to a
rrive 3 hours before your scheduled flight. Bag drop close
s 60 minutes before the flight. Don't forget your Photo ID.

Give yourself a little extra time in case there's a queue.

The gate closes 13:30 before flight departure. Watch the ai
rport monitors for your gate number.

Your flight will take 1 hour and 30 minutes, settle in for a t
asty coffee.

You will need to change your watch to -1 hours hour.

Boarding pass GERMANY  P/C9-LZK3  I

PRIORITYPRIORITY
REGULARREGULAR

BackBack
BoardingBoarding

MJDWKPMJDWKP
Booking refBooking ref

Seat *Seat *

26A26A
WindowWindow

4949
SeqSeq

PRIORITY  *

BSLBSL -  - STNSTN |  | RK1231RK1231

HEMIN FARAIDUNHEMIN FARAIDUN

BaselBasel LondonLondon
(Stansted)(Stansted)

Gate ClosesGate Closes

10. Feb 2024 - 13:3010. Feb 2024 - 13:30
DepartsDeparts

10. Feb 2024 - 14:0010. Feb 2024 - 14:00



RK1231 SATURDAY 10 FEBRUARY 2024 SONA OTHMAN
MJDWKP 26D

SEQ 50

How to fold

Cabin Bag Sizes
To bring 2 cabin bags on board, you must
add Priority & 2 Cabin Bags to your
booking. Oversized or extra bags or items
which are brought to the boarding gate
will be charged a fee of up to €69.99 or
local currency equivalent at the boarding
gate.

40CM

55CM

20CM

40CM

20CM

25CM

Please board using back stairs

If you are denied boarding or if your flight is cancelled or delayed for at
least two hours, ask at the ticket counter or boarding gate for the text
stating your rights, particularly with regard to compensation and
assistance.

SONA's Travel Plan10 Feb 2024

 Arrive at the airport

 Please note

12:00Bag drop

13:20Arrive at gate

14:00Flight departs

14:30Flight arrives

You need to arrive at least 2 hours before your scheduled
flight. Bag drop closes 40 minutes before the flight. Don't f
orget your Photo ID.

For flights to/from Morocco, Israel & Jordan, you need to a
rrive 3 hours before your scheduled flight. Bag drop close
s 60 minutes before the flight. Don't forget your Photo ID.

Give yourself a little extra time in case there's a queue.

The gate closes 13:30 before flight departure. Watch the ai
rport monitors for your gate number.

Your flight will take 1 hour and 30 minutes, settle in for a t
asty coffee.

You will need to change your watch to -1 hours hour.

Boarding pass GERMANY  P/C9-KPT1  I

PRIORITYPRIORITY
REGULARREGULAR

BackBack
BoardingBoarding

MJDWKPMJDWKP
Booking refBooking ref

Seat *Seat *

26D26D
AisleAisle

5050
SeqSeq

PRIORITY  *

BSLBSL -  - STNSTN |  | RK1231RK1231

SONA OTHMANSONA OTHMAN

BaselBasel LondonLondon
(Stansted)(Stansted)

Gate ClosesGate Closes

10. Feb 2024 - 13:3010. Feb 2024 - 13:30
DepartsDeparts

10. Feb 2024 - 14:0010. Feb 2024 - 14:00



RK1231 SATURDAY 10 FEBRUARY 2024 HELIN FARAIDUN
MJDWKP 26B

SEQ 51

How to fold

Cabin Bag Sizes
To bring 2 cabin bags on board, you must
add Priority & 2 Cabin Bags to your
booking. Oversized or extra bags or items
which are brought to the boarding gate
will be charged a fee of up to €69.99 or
local currency equivalent at the boarding
gate.

40CM

55CM

20CM

40CM

20CM

25CM

Please board using back stairs

If you are denied boarding or if your flight is cancelled or delayed for at
least two hours, ask at the ticket counter or boarding gate for the text
stating your rights, particularly with regard to compensation and
assistance.

HELIN's Travel Plan10 Feb 2024

 Arrive at the airport

 Please note

12:00Bag drop

13:20Arrive at gate

14:00Flight departs

14:30Flight arrives

You need to arrive at least 2 hours before your scheduled
flight. Bag drop closes 40 minutes before the flight. Don't f
orget your Photo ID.

For flights to/from Morocco, Israel & Jordan, you need to a
rrive 3 hours before your scheduled flight. Bag drop close
s 60 minutes before the flight. Don't forget your Photo ID.

Give yourself a little extra time in case there's a queue.

The gate closes 13:30 before flight departure. Watch the ai
rport monitors for your gate number.

Your flight will take 1 hour and 30 minutes, settle in for a t
asty coffee.

You will need to change your watch to -1 hours hour.

Boarding pass GERMANY  P/C9-G636  I

PRIORITYPRIORITY
REGULARREGULAR

BUGY

BackBack
BoardingBoarding

MJDWKPMJDWKP
Booking refBooking ref

Seat *Seat *

26B26B
MiddleMiddle

5151
SeqSeq

PRIORITY  *

BSLBSL -  - STNSTN |  | RK1231RK1231

HELIN FARAIDUNHELIN FARAIDUN

BaselBasel LondonLondon
(Stansted)(Stansted)

Gate ClosesGate Closes

10. Feb 2024 - 13:3010. Feb 2024 - 13:30
DepartsDeparts

10. Feb 2024 - 14:0010. Feb 2024 - 14:00



RK1231 SATURDAY 10 FEBRUARY 2024 MINA FARAIDUN
MJDWKP 26C

SEQ 52

How to fold

Cabin Bag Sizes
To bring 2 cabin bags on board, you must
add Priority & 2 Cabin Bags to your
booking. Oversized or extra bags or items
which are brought to the boarding gate
will be charged a fee of up to €69.99 or
local currency equivalent at the boarding
gate.

40CM

55CM

20CM

40CM

20CM

25CM

Please board using back stairs

If you are denied boarding or if your flight is cancelled or delayed for at
least two hours, ask at the ticket counter or boarding gate for the text
stating your rights, particularly with regard to compensation and
assistance.

MINA's Travel Plan10 Feb 2024

 Arrive at the airport

 Please note

12:00Bag drop

13:20Arrive at gate

14:00Flight departs

14:30Flight arrives

You need to arrive at least 2 hours before your scheduled
flight. Bag drop closes 40 minutes before the flight. Don't f
orget your Photo ID.

For flights to/from Morocco, Israel & Jordan, you need to a
rrive 3 hours before your scheduled flight. Bag drop close
s 60 minutes before the flight. Don't forget your Photo ID.

Give yourself a little extra time in case there's a queue.

The gate closes 13:30 before flight departure. Watch the ai
rport monitors for your gate number.

Your flight will take 1 hour and 30 minutes, settle in for a t
asty coffee.

You will need to change your watch to -1 hours hour.

Boarding pass GERMANY  P/C9-C6JN  I

PRIORITYPRIORITY
REGULARREGULAR

BUGY

BackBack
BoardingBoarding

MJDWKPMJDWKP
Booking refBooking ref

Seat *Seat *

26C26C
AisleAisle

5252
SeqSeq

PRIORITY  *

BSLBSL -  - STNSTN |  | RK1231RK1231

MINA FARAIDUNMINA FARAIDUN

BaselBasel LondonLondon
(Stansted)(Stansted)

Gate ClosesGate Closes

10. Feb 2024 - 13:3010. Feb 2024 - 13:30
DepartsDeparts

10. Feb 2024 - 14:0010. Feb 2024 - 14:00


